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NovaTec Release Information NAMES 3.0.1 
 
For details about the installation procedure and the installed applications please read the user manual in 
the installation folder/the start menu. 
 
 
1. Resolved issues 
 

 Setting a timezone where automatic DST setting isn’t supported would fail. 

 Setting the CCU serial number of a recently connected device would fail. 

 Changing the number of a subscriber in call routing would fail. 

 Editing of a number modification entry was not possible under certain circumstances. 

 A disallowed inherited default route could not be replaced. 

 The networking panel could display an incorrect IPv6 address for the RTP interface if the 
actual address was deleted. 

 Neither option of the upload confirmation dialogue for firmware images that are not detected 
as valid firmware worked. 

 PSU failure traps did not include the ID of the failed unit. 

 Settings for the default IPv6 traffic class were missing. 

 The “edit” option was incorrectly not grayed out for deleted interfaces in the ISDN trunk 
configuration. 

 Changing the sorting order in the configuration management window added extra entries to 
the list. 

 When removing a trunk group from allowed destinations, out of multiple copies of the trunk 
group with different prefixes, the first one was always removed even if another was selected. 

 Some UI elements still mentioned call home events. 

 After editing a target entry, the backplane ID for that target was no longer displayed. 

 Adding targets to the immediate firmware update job creation window via drag and drop did 
not work. 

 When attempting to login with invalid credentials, the error message would not display. 

 Editing the call routing settings for a subscriber via double click did not work (only via context 
menu). 

 

 
2. Improvements 

 
 The configuration XML schema now detects incorrect duplicate number assignments in the 

ALCR provider configuration. 

 The option “add all subscribers” is now shown as disabled if no CTO group is selected. 

 The ordering of configuration options for subscribers was improved. 

 Adding channel permissions is now less error-prone. 

 When creating/editing number modification settings, all other match settings are cleared 
when “always” is selected to prevent confusion. 
 

 
3. Known Issues 
 

XML import operations require large amounts of memory (at least two to three times the size of the 
uncompressed XML data). If importing large XML exports, an out-of-memory condition may occur. 
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This does not lead to system instability, but does lead to the import failing without an error message. 
As a workaround, consider increasing the maximum Java heap size for the NAMES process in the 
names.properties configuration file. 

 
 
4. Dependencies 
 

All current dependencies are listed in the user manual.  
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NovaTec Release Information NAMES 3.0 
 
For details about the installation procedure and the installed applications please read the user manual in 
the installation folder/the start menu. 
 
 
1. New features 
 

 NAMES 3.0 now includes a GUI for the configuration of NovaTec devices with FW 
00.09.00.xx. 

 Communication with the devices has been partially moved to a new protocol that reduces the 
bandwidth and CPU requirements, particularly when using TLS. The affected protocols are 
configuration and alarms (previously Call Home Events). 

 As devices now connect to and register with NAMES, it is no longer possible to manually 
create “targets”. Instead, they are automatically generated when a device first registers. 

 NAMES 3.0 supports setting the serial number of CCU4 modules where the serial number is 
currently not stored in the module (all early CCU4 deliveries). 

 

 
2. Known Issues 
 

XML import operations require large amounts of memory (at least two to three times the size of the 
uncompressed XML data). If importing large XML exports, an out-of-memory condition may occur. 
This does not lead to system instability, but does lead to the import failing without an error message. 
As a workaround, consider increasing the maximum Java heap size for the NAMES process in the 
names.properties configuration file. 

 
 
3. Dependencies 
 

All current dependencies are listed in the user manual.  
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